
Duell’s Dispatch, April 2020 

For those who are not already aware, we returned to our home in Pennsylvania in early April instead of 
at the end of April.  Our inability to meet personally with people was a major factor in this decision as 
the Alaska Governor instituted a stringent stay-at-home order in an effort to limit the spread of Covid-
19.  Our services and small group meetings all went virtual through various platforms like Zoom.  
Knowing that we were moving , there was increased effort to hand off ministry responsibilities to others 
that we had mentored over the last couple of years.  These young adults are much more adept at 
navigating these on-line platforms and are doing a good job of recording services, including 
congregational singing and special music.  The church has an app that makes it possible to keep updated 
on announcements and news daily.  On-line giving has been in place for a few of months, so we expect 
that Dimond Baptist Church was better prepared for this pandemic than many.                                              

We had previously purchased airline tickets for Donna to fly back to Elmira, NY and also for a friend to 
fly to Anchorage in order to help Leon drive back to PA.  As you probably know, the Canadian border 
was closed indefinitely to private traffic and everyone’s flights were cancelled, but with a promised 
refund.  We’ll see!  Added to these issues was the matter of housing.  The house that we were living in 
and owned by our son Levi went up for sale and the first couple that came to see it signed an agreement 
with a closing date of May 4th!  Then airlines began cancelling flights and Alaska instituted a 14-day 
mandatory quarantine for anyone flying into the state.  We consulted with the leadership of the church 
as well as our family and mission agency, and they were all in agreement that is would be best for us to 
return to our home in Pennsylvania a few weeks early.  Jessica our daughter-in-law got us tickets on 
Alaska Air with air miles.  We gave away or sold everything on Facebook marketplace in two weeks.  We 
packed six suitcases to take with us, packed our Ford Ranger with tools and household items to be 
shipped to Seattle later, and prepared to leave Anchorage.  Our church had planned a big going –away 
party which couldn’t happen.  But…the evening that we were scheduled to leave, many of the church 
members organized a “drive-by-goodbye”!  With placards that said things like “WE LOVE YOU AND WILL 
MISS YOU”, horns beeping, and people shouting their best wishes!  What a special church Dimond 
Baptist is, even if they did disturb the peace for our neighbors!                                                                        

So, we are back living at 4065 Loucks Mills Road, Ulysses, PA.  Our phone numbers are still the same: 
Leon-607-481-9236 and Donna: 607-221-3174.  Our e-mail is still lduell@abwe.cc.  We have several 
meetings scheduled to give a final mission report beginning in late May and into the fall, but there are 
still lots of openings.  Hopefully, we will have our freedom of movement back and be able to gather for 
worship, prayer, and to encourage one another.   

Our prayer requests are for patience and wisdom as we finish up our mandatory quarantine in a couple 
of days, look for a vehicle (which is challenging now), and work through the process of changing our 
residency and documents to PA.  Please pray also that God will use us to honor Him in our final reporting 
process and challenge others to consider how they may be used in missions here in North America and 
around the world.  Thank you! 

Leon and Donna Duell 


